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4 July 2022 was a special date in particle physics

Marked 10 year anniversary of announcement that Higgs Boson was 
discovered at large hadron collider (LHC)

4 July 2012, Higgs discovery announcement in packed auditorium at CERN 
(credit: https://home.cern/fr/node/76)ATLAS collaboration :https://cds.cern.ch/record/2627611

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Higgs discovery had many important implications 

One of the biggest being the completion of the standard model (SM)

Image: quantumdiaries.org

All particles theorized in SM have been experimentally verified

Been very successful in explaining much of observed phenomena

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
http://quantumdiaries.org
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Higgs discovery had many important implications 

One of the biggest being the completion of the standard model (SM)

All particles theorized in SM have been experimentally verified

Been very successful in explaining much of observed phenomena

Image: wikimedia.org
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SM one of the most successful theories created
1957 T.S. Lee, C.N. Yang: Parity Violation
1965 R. Feynman, J. Schwinger, S. Tomonaga: QED
1968 L. Alvarez: Meson Discovery
1969 M. Gell-Mann: Hadron classification
1976 B. Richer, S. Ting: Charm quark discovery
1979 S. Weinberg, S. Glashow, A. Salam: Electroweak unification
1980 J. Cronin, V. Fitch: CP violation
1982 K. Wilson: Renormalization group
1984 C. Rubbia, S. Van der Meer: W/Z boson discovery
1988 L. Lederman, J. Steinberger, M. Schwartz: Muon neutrino
1990 H. Kendall, J. Friedman, R. Taylor: Nuclear partons
1995 M. Perl, F. Reines: Tau lepton discovery
1999 G. t’Hooft, M. Veltman: Mathematical consistency of SM

2002 R. Giacconi, R. Davis, M. Koshiba: Cosmic Neutrinos

2004 D. Gross, H. Politzer, F. Wilczek: QCD
2008 Y. Nambu, M. Kobayashi, T. Maskawa: 3 Quark generations
2013 P. Higgs, F. Englert: Higgs & EW symmetry breaking
2015 T. Kajita, A. McDonald: Neutrino Oscillations

> 18 Nobel prizes

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Yet SM does not tell complete story of Universe

Many puzzles SM cannot explain

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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1. SM cannot explain dark matter

We don’t know 
what makes this up

We know almost  
nothing  

about this

SM only 
lives here

Constituents of our universe

Particle physicists: fundamental physics that governs these sectors? 

Image: quantumdiaries.org

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
http://quantumdiaries.org
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We know dark matter exists
Astronomy & Cosmology tell us 

1. Rotation Curves 2. Gravitational Lensing 3. CMB Acoustic Peaks

4. Large Scale Structure 5. Galaxy/Cluster Collisions 6. Matter Power Spectrum

Inconvenient truth: We don’t know what its made of 
Images: adapted from K. Mack

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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2. Cannot explain where neutrino masses come from

In 1998, Super-K announced neutrino oscillations

- As neutrinos propagate they change flavor

- Oscillations only true if neutrinos have mass

- For this result the 2015 Nobel Prize was awarded to T. Kajita & A. McDonald

Where do neutrino masses come from? We don’t know

Image: sanfordlab.orgImage: twitter.com/annalisavarri 

1998 presentation by Takaaki Kajita Neutrinos change flavor as they propagate

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
http://quantumdiaries.org
http://quantumdiaries.org
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Yet SM is not complete theory of Universe

3. Doesn’t seem to explain some recent experimental anomalies

A particularly long-standing anomaly > 2 decades

Muon g-2 anomaly: discrepancy between exp and theory in muon anomalous 
magnetic moment

BNL E821 

2012 e+e- Thy 

E989

3.6 σ

Theory

<latexit sha1_base64="KLvYMwSzWEsn9iYs4YWbM+jeZVA=">AAAB8XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkMbb0VvXisYD+wDWWz3bZLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZ0o7zYa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDlopTSWiTxDyWnRArypmgTc00p51EUhyFnLbDyVXut++pVCwWt3qa0CDCI8GGjGBtpDvf9lBPsVGE+6WyY1/UKp5fQY7tOFXXc3PiVf1zH7lGyVGGJRr90ntvEJM0okITjpXquk6igwxLzQins2IvVTTBZIJHtGuowBFVQTa/eIZOjTJAw1iaEhrN1e8TGY6Umkah6YywHqvfXi7+5XVTPawFGRNJqqkgi0XDlCMdo/x9NGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkTGWmGgTUtGE8PUp+p+0PNut2P6NX65fLuMowDGcwBm4UIU6XEMDmkBAwAM8wbOlrEfrxXpdtK5Yy5kj+AHr7ROpcJBK</latexit>

4.2�

!

µ µ
A!

NP

Anomalous part of dipole moment
<latexit sha1_base64="uoxpTVqqEZ6AYXHcVUdiQYKCRjk=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgxpKUWnUhFN24rGAf0IQwmU7aoTNJmJkIJWTlxl9x40IRt36DO//GaRuhih64cOace5l7jx8zKpVlfRqFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzy9zeacsoEZi0cMQi0fWRJIyGpKWoYqQbC4K4z0jHH11N/M4dEZJG4a0ax8TlaBDSgGKktOSZ+8hLHZ5k8AI6gUA4Hczex9UsrWaeWbYq1hRwjpxY9nndhnaulEGOpmd+OP0IJ5yECjMkZc+2YuWmSCiKGclKTiJJjPAIDUhP0xBxIt10ekYGD7XSh0EkdIUKTtX5iRRxKcfc150cqaH87U3Ev7xeooIzN6VhnCgS4tlHQcKgiuAkE9ingmDFxpogLKjeFeIh0mkonVxJh/B9KfyftKsVu16p3dTKjcs8jiLYAwfgCNjgFDTANWiCFsDgHjyCZ/BiPBhPxqvxNmstGPnMLvgB4/0L+E2Y1A==</latexit>

aµ =
gµ � 2

2

Recent FNAL E989 results move closer to new physics explanation

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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- Dark matter

- neutrino mass origin

Need New Theories Beyond the Standard Model 

BEYOND

GRAVITON

G
????

DARK MATTER NEW FORCES

DARK MATTER 
1

DARK MATTER 
2

DARK MATTER 
3

DARK BOSON

???? ???? ???? ????𝝌3𝝌2𝝌1 𝛄΄

ϕ

DARK HIGGS

????

- explaining experimental 
anomalies

+ Many Others

SM does not tell complete story of Universe

- Matter - antimatter 
asymmetry

- Gravity

Theorists & experimentalists are working hard to find BSM physics

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Cosmic Frontier

Energy Frontier

Intensity Frontier

All have new experiments & techniques for discovering 
BSM physics

Search for new physics separated into 3 
complementary frontiers

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Cosmic 
Frontier Search for new physics from astrophysics & cosmology

e.g. DM particles can scatter with SM particles in underground experiments
DM direct detection e.g. Xenon1T detector

Image: symmetry magazine 

XENON1T & XENONnT
LUX-ZEPLIN

Super-CDMS
DEAP-3600
DarkSide-20k
…

SENSEI

Housed at SNOLAB 
& significant 

contributions from 
TRIUMF

DM particles can annihilate in astrophysical structures 
indirect detection

Cherenkov Array Telescope
Hyper-Kamiokande
AMS-02

Image: vivierjapon.es

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Cosmic 
Frontier Search for new physics from astrophysics & cosmology

DM can also be primordial blackholes or composite objects 
Search using gravitational waves:

Gravitational lensing:

LIGO, LISA

EROS-2 survey, CHIME, CMB -S4

Ultralight particles called Axions

Light shining through wall:

Helioscopes:

Haloscopes:

CAST, IAXO

LSW, ALPS

ADMX

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Usually lower energy/high intensity experimentsIntensity 
Frontier

New Electron Beam-Dump Experiments to Search for MeV to few-GeV Dark Matter

Eder Izaguirre, Gordan Krnjaic, Philip Schuster, and Natalia Toro
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

(Dated: November 19, 2013)

In a broad class of consistent models, MeV to few-GeV dark matter interacts with ordinary matter
through weakly coupled GeV-scale mediators. We show that a suitable meter-scale (or smaller) de-
tector situated downstream of an electron beam-dump can sensitively probe dark matter interacting
via sub-GeV mediators, while B-factory searches cover the 1–5 GeV range. Combined, such exper-
iments explore a well-motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark matter parameter space
with sensitivity several orders of magnitude beyond existing direct detection constraints. These ex-
periments would also probe invisibly decaying new gauge bosons (“dark photons”) down to kinetic
mixing of ✏ ⇠ 10�4, including the range of parameters relevant for explaining the (g � 2)µ discrep-
ancy. Sensitivity to other long-lived dark sector states and to new milli-charge particles would also
be improved.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Dark matter is sharp evidence for physics beyond the
Standard Model, and may be our first glimpse at a
rich sector of new phenomena at accessible mass scales.
Whereas vast experimental programs aim to detect or
produce few-GeV-to-TeV dark matter [1–12], these ex-
periments are essentially blind to dark matter of MeV-
to-GeV mass. We propose an approach to search for
dark matter in this lower mass range by producing it in
an electron beam-dump and then detecting its scatter-
ing in a small downstream detector (Fig. 1). This ap-
proach can explore significant new parameter space for
both dark matter and light force-carriers decaying invisi-
bly, in parasitic low-beam-background experiments at ex-
isting facilities. The sensitivity of this approach comple-
ments and extends that of analogous proposed neutrino
factory searches [13–16]. Combined with potential B-
factory searches, these experiments would explore a well-
motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark mat-
ter parameter space. Experiments of this type are also es-
sential to a robust program searching for new kinetically
mixed gauge bosons, as they complement the ongoing
searches for such bosons’ visible decays [13, 14, 17–37].

Various considerations motivate dark matter candi-
dates in the MeV-to-TeV range. Much heavier dark mat-
ter is disfavored because its naive thermal abundance ex-
ceeds the observed cosmological matter density. Much
beneath an MeV, astrophysical and cosmological con-
straints allow only dark matter with ultra-weak couplings
to quarks and leptons [38]. Between these boundaries
(MeV � TeV), simple models of dark matter can ac-
count for its observed abundance through either thermal
freeze-out or non-thermal mechanisms [39–54]. The con-
ventional argument in favor of weak-scale (& 100 GeV)
dark matter — that its annihilation through Standard
Model (SM) forces alone su�ces to explain the observed
relic density — is dampened by strong experimental con-
straints on dark matter with significant couplings to the
Z or Higgs bosons [12, 55] and by the absence to date of
evidence for new SM-charged matter at the LHC.

The best constraints on multi-GeV dark matter inter-
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FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, slow
neutrons, and noise. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce cosmogenic and
other environmental backgrounds.
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FIG. 2: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions
via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiative process (with A0 on- or o↵-
shell) and b) � scattering o↵ a detector nucleus and liberating
a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-
est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the
typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, fast
neutrons, and noise. Similar layouts with much smaller detec-
tors or shorter target-detector distances than shown above are
similarly sensitive. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce high energy cos-
mogenic and other environmental backgrounds.

actions are from underground searches for nuclei recoiling
o↵ non-relativistic dark matter particles in the Galactic
halo (e.g. [1, 2, 5–9, 12]). These searches are insensi-
tive to few-GeV or lighter dark matter, whose nuclear
scattering transfers invisibly small kinetic energy to a re-
coiling nucleus. Electron-scattering o↵ers an alternative
strategy to search for sub-GeV dark matter, but with
dramatically higher backgrounds [56–58]. If dark matter
scatters by exchange of particles heavier than the Z, then
competitive limits can be obtained from hadron collider
searches for dark matter pair-production accompanied by
a jet, which results in a high-missing-energy “monojet”
signature [9, 10]. But among the best motivated models
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e.g. Fixed-target experiments

Low energy colliders

Search for light weakly coupled new particles

NA64 NA62 BDX

LDMX MiniBooNE

MAMI

DarkLight@ARIEL

….

BaBar

Belle II

KLOE

See earlier talk by Katherine Pachal

Image: belleII.org 

Image: G. Krnjaic

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
http://belleII.org
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Usually lower energy/high intensity experimentsIntensity 
Frontier

NP can show up in Precision measurements of SM

e.g. Muon g-2 Rare meson decays
!

µ µ
A!

NP

Some experiments:

FNAL E989
J-PARC E34

TWIST
PIENu

SNO+
nEXO

MiniBooNE
T2K

g-2
Meson decays

NA62
GlueX

Neutrinoless 
ββ decay

Precision Neutrino 
Oscillations

DUNE

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Usually high energy experiments directly produce new heavy particles

e.g. Bump/Resonance hunting

Image: CMS experiment/CERN 
Image: Wikipedia 

New particle

Energy 
Frontier

ATLAS experiment at LHCSome experiments:

LHC: High Lumi, High Energy

International Linear collider (ILC)

Future Circular collider (ILC)

Cool Copper Collider (C3)

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
http://quantumdiaries.org
http://quantumdiaries.org
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Usually high energy experiments directly produce new heavy particlesEnergy 
Frontier

Long-lived particle searches

New particle decay in outer layers of detector or in another detector a 
few meters downstream

Image:semanticscholar.org Image:cds.cern.ch/record/2641462/

Some experiments:

ATLAS
CMS
FASER
SeaQuest/DarkQuest/LongQuest

MATHUSLA

CODEX-b

…

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
http://semanticscholar.org
http://cds.cern.ch
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Looking Forward

Current era of multiple experimental probes present perfect opportunity to 
solve mysteries of the universe

Search for new particles at all frontiers are intensifying with

- New strategies & experiments for detecting DM from laboratory 
to the cosmos are developing at fast pace

- Accelerator experiments increasing energy & intensity to extend 
reach for production of new particles

- Neutrino program intensifying, building larger more sensitive 
detectors

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Looking Forward cont’d

- Precision experiments are testing the SM to its limits, while trying 
to extract signals of new physics

- Theorists developing new and exciting ideas to maximally support 
experimental effort

We may be heading towards golden age for particle physics

TRIUMF & Canada will be at the cutting edge

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu
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Thank you

mailto:gmohlabe@uci.edu

